
Climate Strategy One Pager: Zero Emission Vehicles
Background, Focus, and Actions

Background
● The current Climate Resilience Strategy (CRS) focuses on shifting private vehicle owners and

commercial fleets to electric, as this is the most cost effective approach for the city.
● By declaring a climate emergency, the new municipal council has signaled their intention to invest in

more rapid deployment of a Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV) Strategy.
● Transportation accounts for approximately 34% of Calgary’s greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)1, with

half from passenger cars and light trucks with the remainder from fleet vehicles.2

● There are over 1 million ICE vehicles registered in Calgary. To become net-zero, all of these will either
need to be replaced with ZEVs or other modes of transport3

○ Other modes, such as transit or cycling, can offer significant environmental and fiscal benefits
over cars, and ease the challenge of transitioning to an EV fleet

○ However, even cities with great transit and cycling cultures such as Amsterdam4 have significant
car ownership, so the importance of transitioning to ZEVs can not be understated

● The federal government intends to regulate that 100% of all light duty vehicle sales be ZEVs 20355

○ Calgary needs adequate charging infrastructure to ensure the transition to ZEVs is orderly
● Manufacturers and more will only sell ZEVs by or before 20406

● Federal funding is available for installation of Electric Vehicle (EV) chargers7

● 65% of Albertans EVs will be the majority of vehicles on the road in 15 years or less8

● Noise10 and air pollution, significantly from ICE vehicles, causes premature deaths9 and adverse health
outcomes like decreased sleep quality11 and high blood pressure12

● Non-luxury and used EVs provide a path to lower transportation expenses low income families 13

Focus
● Provide EV charging infrastructure to encourage adoption

○ EV charging to be as (or more) ubiquitous and easy as gasoline fueling
● Ensure EV charging infrastructure takes advantage of green power sources
● Develop policies and targets for conversion of municipal fleets.
● Track progress of fleet conversion and publish annually.
● Advocate for and incentivize electric conversion of other city fleets14

Actions
● Incorporate upcoming federal ZEV mandate targets (2030, 2035, 2040) into Climate Strategy
● Expand the Green Fleet program and take advantage of additional funding options.15

● Amend Land Use Bylaw such that 100% of (non-visitor) parking stalls in residential and
commercial16 developments are required to be capable of level one or load-managed level two
EV charging, as in Vancouver17 and Kelowna18

● Ensure the installation of a network of high speed Level 3 EV charging stations within a
minimum 10 minute drive of every Calgarian as done in Vancouver19

● Implement Right to Charge legislation such that every Calgarian has the right to access EV changing
near their residence, as in Ontario and Amsterdam20

● Offer additional rebates on the purchase of used EVs for low income families.
● Work with school boards and Alberta Minister of Transportation to develop a program for electric school

buses21

● Pressure provincial government to further fund transport electrification22 and utilize available
funding
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